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FROM THE EDITORS

This issue of the Contributions in New World Archaeology journal contains the second 
set of papers presented at the 24th

th and 16th of November, 2019. The title of the 24th EMC was Contact 

and Conquest in the Maya World and Beyond, and it concentrated on the events 500 years 
ago, since the start of the conquest of Mexico, as well as the colonization and collision of 
cultures from the early sixteenth century onwards, the changes it brought about, and the dawn 
of globalization. The conference also addressed the subject of conquests and contacts between 

contributions has been published in volume 13 of CNWA. The present volume contains another 
set of six papers that are mostly concentrated on the subject of Spanish conquest and changes it 
brought to Mesoamerica as seen in the art, ceramic production, languages, and religion, and how 

Vasijas no 

conquistadas: Patrones de continuidad de la cerámica maya. The author describes changes 
brought by conquest and colonization in the process of ceramic production in Guatemala and 
Mexico. The author also shows that despite the introduction of new European ceramic modes, 
many production techniques and decorations of pre-Columbian origin were maintained in the 
manufacture of ceramics not only during the colonial period but even up until today.

The following article, Didactics and cosmos: heaven and hell in the early colonial 

murals of Santa María Xoxoteco, Hidalgo, Mexico

the fascinating colonial period murals that were used in the process of evangelization and 
conversion of indigenous people of central Mexico. Clemmensen concentrates on presenting 
many iconographic elements of pre-Columbian origin that were used by friars and local artists 
to describe the most important concepts and elements of the Christian religion.

Chilam Balam ‘prophecies’ 

and the Spanish invasion and occupation of Yucatan. The author discusses the famous passages 
ah kin, the ritual specialists and diviners who 

ah kin 
were contemporary cohorts from neighboring polities in the western and northern peninsula and 
that they urged their old enemy, the Itza Maya, to accept the new religion and people from the 
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Linguistic archaeology in the Poqomchi’-speaking area: tracing 

language contacts before and after the conquest focuses on language contacts in the Maya 

In the next paper, New World words and things in the Old World: How the Americas 

conquered the world, 

Columbian exchange by analyzing the history of lexical borrowings from Indigenous languages 

Whereas the Columbian exchange brought numerous plants and animals, as well as technology 

more restricted, involving primarily cultivated plants. However, the author points out that if 
we consider the Columbian exchange to be an ongoing process, there are numerous species 

of the species and cultigens, the history of their global dispersal, and the Indigenous methods 
that foster diversity, provides us with better tools to understand the interconnectedness of culture 

times, to unwanted consequences, as in the case of malnutrition or famines caused by maize 
in Africa and potatoes in Ireland. Besides these, the study discusses loanwords that originate 
in Indigenous American languages and reveals interesting generational patterns in their usage 
outside the area of the origin of the terms: some terms that were common a few decades ago 
have all but disappeared today, while others have started a new life in popular culture.

The peninsular Maya’s 

The author continues with the topic of indigenous responses 

political jurisdiction near the Spanish viceregal administrative seat in Mérida, and other 

the northeastern peninsular Maya hinterlands. The study suggests a more autonomously derived 
divine substrate to characterize Maya religious practice – rather than a Roman Catholic and 

religious conquest in the area.



THE PENINSULAR MAYA’S UNFINISHED  

SPIRITUAL CONQUEST

Centro de Investigaciones Históricas y Sociales, Universidad Autónoma de Campeche, México.  

E-mail: lwilliam@uacam.mx

Abstract

spiritual meld?  This study explores the sculptural and painted expressions that adorn Colonial religious architecture 

layout for these buildings, their sculptural programs and mural painting iconographic motifs, and spiritual spaces 

more complete basis from which to address such philosophical and anthropological concepts of religious permanence, 

the Cehpech, Cochuah, Cupul, and Tases provinces prior to European contact and conquest. This paper will focus on two 

northeastern rural peninsular Maya hinterlands. Combined data sets from both regions suggest a more autonomously 
derived divine substrate to characterize viceroyalty period Maya religious practice, rather than a Roman Catholic and 

same hallowed essence and practices continue to present. Those spiritual expressions that embellish built environments 

ultimately quash idolatry in the peninsular region.  

architecture

Resumen

¿Será que las manifestaciones plásticas artísticas sagradas encontradas en los conventos, las iglesias y las capillas 
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que rodean fachadas y adornan interiores en estos inmuebles construidos con mano de obra indígena después de la 

exteriores distintos hallados en los pueblos rurales situados alrededor del enclave Español contemporáneo en Valladolid, 

combinados en todas las regiones sugieren que para caracterizar la práctica religiosa maya virreinal la presencia de un 

conquista espiritual inconclusa que volara bajo el radar eclesiástico franciscano y administrativo virreinal español en 
ese entonces. En algunos casos selectos esta misma esencia consagrada y las prácticas permanecen todavía. Aquellas 

contestan las inquietudes sobre los esfuerzos repetitivos fracasados de los clérigos franciscanos de sofocar de una vez 
por todas las brasas de una idolatría que ardiera lentamente en el área peninsular.

Palabras clave:

arquitectura religiosa del periodo virreinal

INTRODUCTION

through military force when indigenous groups refused or rejected more peaceful rendition 

a mere six years after establishing one of three major Spanish viceregal hubs in Campeche, only 
around twenty years after founding Mérida, and less time after settling Valladolid or creating a 

the eastern and southeastern peninsular frontier area during the “Great Revolt” in November, 

native communities in the former autonomous Hocaba, Sotuta, Cochuah, Cupul, Uaymil, and 
Chetumal provinces coordinated actions to expel the foreigners, or dzulob, to coincide with the 

ahkinob or prophet priests chilamob

la Garza et al.

council authorities, and Spanish encomenderos

Auto da Fe great persecution in 1562 (Restall 

not quash idolatry, its main objective. Despite what Catholic ministry and Spanish civic powers 
perceived then as a concluding endeavor to quell long-established Maya devotion, native priests 
and traditional religious practices persisted according to calendrical prophesies. However, 
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this deceptive 1562 end point epitomized just the tip of the iceberg. Rather than thwarting 
devotional participation in quotidian social activities, the native priestly hierarchy, through Ah 

which idolatry endured throughout the peninsular region, the written sources do not reveal the 

remained unrelenting. Concrete physical signatures of idolatrous practice through suggestive 

both permitted and prohibited native literary sources, comprise an abundant fount of evidence 

hinterlands, but also engulfed those close Maya allies of the Spaniards living near Colonial 
administration hubs in surrounding suburban and nearby rural cahob, groups once considered 
completely “evangelized” and “converted” to Catholicism. Rather than being ephemeral early 
viceregal period manifestations, those multimedia idolatrous triggers, that galled evangelical 
conversion, persisted well into the eighteenth century, and provided a material cultural testimony 

spiritual conquest.

Figure 1.
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Secondary supplemental document research on means used to suppress native devotion 
reveals evangelical acculturation methods, native spiritual conversion that stress ideological 
clampdown techniques, and overt religious coercion in order to create more controlled and 

settlements into more orderly quasi-urbanized units called reduction towns (Scholes and Roys 

top-down administrative hierarchy of missions, convents, regional guardianships, and civic-

Figure 2.

de Campeche in 1604 (anonymous author, after Antochiw 2007: 84, plan no. 8).
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community enclaves, in which Spanish Colonial authorities enrolled native labor forces to ex-
-

ing masonry churches or pole-and-thatch “visita

perimeter. Incipient urban layout designs for rural and suburban community patterns usually 
featured northern, western or south sides which housed public and administrative buildings, 

However, despite this ambitious, evangelical, full-court-press strategy, Spanish administra-

twenty-three guardianships or convents, seven major cathedrals, and twenty-two chapels by the 

Clendinnen 1987), many of whom comprised semi-bilingual elite guilds that involved shaman 
priests, traditional healers, or ahkinob

this novel “ritual-religious” pursuit.

group, and public collective obligations to honor the ritual calendar, sustain the cosmos, and 

philosophy, complex temporal and ritual idiosyncrasies, and their pervasive and profound grip 

Ordenanzas 

later though the notorious Autos da Fe

rampant resistance and idolatrous exploits that permeated native peninsular society at all levels. 
Countryside cahob located in close proximity to large Spanish urban hubs, as well the frontier 
hinterland communities situated along the unincorporated Colonial territories, all became fertile 
ground for this collective opposition that continued undetected and, even more incredibly, 
remained hidden in plain sight. 

A REFURBISHED MAYA COSMOLOGICAL MODEL 
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collective creations, they also have historical, rational, and systemic characteristics which require 
coordinated periodic actions from and between actors, as well as thought processes to elevate 
collective conscience, and achieve higher levels of public abstraction that tend to promote social 
coherence through cooperative means. A recent paradigm, based upon ecumenical or tangible 
quotidian terrestrial and an-ecumenical or intangible deity celestial spiritual essences among 
other sacred elements, aims to identify and describe certain historical, structural, and world-view 

more permanent or transitory spaces. Creation and destruction myths and other historical events 
narrated in native sources, such as primordial land titles, codices, or the Chilam Balams, for 
example, not only include those dualistic qualities, but also theoretically characterize and frame 
those time-space phenomena in written or oral historic contexts. In addition, material and 
immaterial cultural traditions inherited from past societies, such as pre-Columbian urban spatial 
patterning, deity imagery, mural painting programs, and other structural accoutrements, such as 
reset veneer and panel stones from ancestral times encountered in viceregal period structural 
elements, among other cultural components, provide more precise chronological frames and 
spatial design prototypes that can be recognized in community social settings. Some tangible 
and intangible constituents, such as those examples previously mentioned, also served to 

By doing so these wittingly inset and expressly reconditioned media help to illustrate particular 
features that also suggest activity and patterning attributes from which to infer certain functional 
correlations.

Maya cosmic tropes found on early viceregal period religious structures, sculptural facades, 

architectural, pictorial, and sculpturally modeled imagery programs or how these multimedia 
means perpetuated Maya resistance to and collective survival of the spiritual conquest. This 

derived from particular ethnohistoric sources and then explicitly fused into discrete iconographic 
ch’ibal foundation history 

from ecumenical to an-ecumenical contexts, spaces, or precise places in social practice settings.

ECUMENICAL AND AN-ECUMENICAL MAYA COSMOLOGICAL  

IMAGERY THEORY: DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS

Although family, political faction, and community histories comprised one of many 
permitted documentary sources whereby native peoples substantiated their legal land claims 
to territorial presence, diachronic permanence, and usufruct rights to certain geopolitical areas 
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ch’ibal historic source, paints an 

artistic media to negotiate collective dynastic importance as military conquerors and noblemen 
alongside contiguously residing Spanish neighbors, who recognized their charges prominent 
roles through authorized documentary sources during the early viceregal administration period 

2 and 
twenty-seven towns that abut the Gulf of Mexico to the north with surrounding geopolitical 

The Yaxkulul – Chicxulub Chen

purportedly distant ties to tenth century protagonist Sac Mutul (Roys 1957: 50), his reoccupation 

yax chibal 

and Chicxulub Chen all reside over an emblematic rising sun painted above a stylized Venus 
glyph band. Conjoined sunrise and Venus imagery in this portrait in additional to the family 

u kalay cab tu kinil” narrative for 
this ch’ibal

composite emblem, and are carefully set in the midst of a sinuous, vine-and-leaf-adorned 

batab

the rising sun. Residing underneath the revered Venus-Sun celestial power-infused bar, the 

complete the yax ch’ibal 

adjacent to this founding family portrayal on the eastern wall is yet another mural painting 

yax ch’ibal

reiterates their hereditary right to rule, and alludes to a unique Venus passage narrated in the 

Colonial document:

Cumtal u cah u lac canah ual katun ah pay kab ah pay oc t u yum
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Cumtal u ch chacpil tec t u lakin cab ah pay oc t u yum

Cumtal u cah sacpil te t u xaman cab Ah pay kab t u yum

Cumtal u cah lahun chan ah pay kab t u yum ([hex u uol cab valic])

pass])

Cumtal u cah kanpil tee ah pay kab t u yum

Knowlton 2010: 67-69).1

While early viceregal period Maya geographical maps and some calendar rounds tend 
to render the direction East as the superior register, this case might coincide with North, or 

symbolically serves to show a point of departure within a ritual circuit as a “herald” or harbinger 
announcing the action depicted on the subsequent eastern doorjamb family tree. The southern 
mural painting portrays an ancestral anthropomorphic celestial essence, illustrated by the Sun, 

modern h’men uaay
2

oriented feet3

kuxan 

suum

1

2

with Don Antonio, hierbatero and huesero-curandero informant from Hopelchen, Campeche. Don Antonio 
h’men would 

open the portal gates so that the spiritual an-ecumenical essences could descend to earth on a given date at 

3

icon might portray a liminal point of transit to other universal planes.
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Figure 3

family creation myth that substantiates their leadership prerogative.
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coalesced in Motul as an earthly cosmic place to anticipate the yax ch’ibal

dawning consecration located directly to the east and adjacent to this sacred composite context 
narrated in the Chumayel Chilam Balam creation myths. 

Figure 4.

dual kuxan suum frames in each of the four corners blow air to activate this creation myth cycle, derived 
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4, 

4 -

after viewing its portrait. Dream travel is a common action among shaman priests that possess a singular gift 

Figure 5. -
enteenth-century nave incorporated the open chapel remains, all built above a huge cenote or limestone 
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Universe arising from the primordial seas, located directly beneath them. Separate spiritual panel 

portico unite all the visual spheres into one conjoined dream sequence. While Catholic archangel 

With conspicuously concealed Maya threads woven into an allegedly Christian inspired 

particular visual creation sequences: 

everything that He had made and created was good, He formed man in His image and 

2002: 280-282) 

encomendero founder. 

this paradise garden. Collated immediately below the visual tribute to creation set on a sacred 
cenote

encomendero

unfortunately outweighed more pious ones, as he allegedly urged his Maya charges not to attend 
5  

5

foiling religious conversion attempts by prohibiting natives to attend mass. An additional penalty leveled 
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Figure 6.

above a portal-disguised medallion c) the Earth 
(represented by a maize icon from which humans 
are created), beneath which resides an aqueous un-
derworld inhabited by waterlilies and ancient Gar 
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sixteenth-century open ramada chapel fea-
tures high relief sculpted fantastic crowned 

-
nal rainforest fauna images accompany west-
erly-facing, full-body, alto relievo sculpted 
standing pawahtun

an analogous image that adorns the baptismal 

this built paradise sanctuary. 

sentinel roles as four distal pawahtunes 
supporting four foliage-wrapped Solomonic 

6 These 

miniature portraits that grace each superior 

presence not only suggests that the four 
pillars served as sacred supports to this 

hints to a second u kalay cab tu kinil sacred 
event by erecting an eighteenth-century nave 
directly adjacent to the former, now retired 

registered at Ceiba Cabecera in Campeche, 
may surmise a t’zolk’in calendar k’atun 

and Anaya Hernández 2013), even though the other twelve associates to this ritual collective are 

el Cristo de las Ampollas.7 

this refashioned Maya creation myth, cost him ex-communication, his freedom, and ultimately his life. A 

6 pawahtun
destroyed by belligerent Mexican militiamen during the Caste Wars.
7

Figure 7.

this encomendero

despite his Hispanic origins.
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A late seventeenth-century interior, dry-cured wood and polychrome-hued altarpiece 

pawhuatunes 8 

9. Celestial polychrome 

and masonry roof dismantled during the Caste wars, also hosts a religious pilgrimage to honor Sacred 
Cross Day on May 3rd

Santa Cruz, a holy day among traditional Maya 

aligned on a north – south tangent, with the central sculpted cross monument, as principal protagonist, 
sown into the ground between lateral guardians placed on stepped pedestals. Another comparable triadic 
pairing of crosses as sculpted panels will be discussed for Kaua.
8 Cnidoscolus aconitifolius or chaya leaves and Annona squamosa fruit or saramullo in Spanish.
9

ceiba tree emerging from the mouth of an enormous cenote

Chen and Ixil within the autonomous province. Spanish viceregal authorities designated Motul as the 

Figure 8. Alto relievo pawahtun and fantastic jaguar sculpture panels that embellish both distal portions of 
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mural paintings surrounding the altarpiece feature Venus, the wind deity i’ik
10 placed above the collective graphic 

11 eschews an individualized foundation myth for Ixil 

dzonot, ch’e’en. 

north and south sides to allow parishioners to gather holy untouched water, or suhuy ha, that 
always accompanies collective native religious rites. Heavenly aura roles played by cherub 
pawahtun sculptures not only supported the four corners of this Universe place with multiple 

council governmental seat after founding Mérida in 1542.
10 The inverted jar or challis design is similar in form, hue, and execution to those recorded in Ceiba 

11 This prophetic treatise probably dates to the mid-eighteenth century, but certain passages surely 

Figure 9.  
b) pawahtun
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identify spiritual passageways and their respective carved, painted or spatial signatures in other 
architectural contexts, surrounding masonry constructions, or other urban designs and layouts. 

-

12 

12

inconsistent and socially ambiguous.

Figure 10. 

support the four world-corner helical columns 
chaya, Cnidoscolus 

aconitifolius
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13 be-
tween distinct cosmic realms comprise the concept och chi

a central to southern lowlands perspective, and och bin “to foresee” into the future (Arzápalo 
1996: 590)  or perhaps ocol “enter”, ocol haa ocol bil “an 
entry place” or even ocol tii

et al. 1980).14 This notion of “ascend”, “enter into”, 
-

a k’awi’il 

Classic period vault yet found in situ

Heredia 2010). The capstone scene illustrates a dual dart painted design around the exterior 
15, and portrays a centrally located k’awi’il

2019: 216). The signature leitmotif on this polychrome dressed stone pallet is the enveloping 
-

trays allegorical “pathway” representations set in diverse contexts. Several cases incorporate 

phytomorphic or geometrical motifs that encircle doorjambs, lintels, and vaulted entrance points 
into holy structures throughout the northern peninsular lowlands. 

The Calotmul baptismal font provides a unique och bin or ocol haa symbolically-infused 
example, displaying a deeply-carved, right-angled, single-weave zigzag motif that rings the 

novel symbol initiates a motion transition action from a human “state of being” prior to baptism 
to another once a child “enters the water”, whose virgin energy now assumes a distinct, holy, 
spatial-temporal transformation after the fact.16 Combine this passage conversion notion with 

13 h’menob view these points as circular openings in or cosmic portals 

2015, 2020).
14 ochi, ocol substitute 

okol (Barrera Vázquez et al. 1980: 597-598), all show similar meanings to the 
Calepino de Motul. Ok’ol or yok’ denote “over, above or next to” (Ibid.: 601, 978), och includes another 
connotation related to water (to remove from water), and yok’ ch’e’en (Ibid.: 979) refers to “above, over, 
or next to the well or water source”, but omits a sense for world or universe.
15

Columbian vault or dressed wall veneer stones in a paper entitled “La reutilización de antigüdades mayas 
del Postclásico tardío: Spolia y apropiación” in the Arquitectura, contexto sagrado, discurso ritual, 
iconografía y religión maya a través del tiempo
the author at the XI International Mayanist Congress, in Chetumal, Quintana Roo, in May, 2019. Her spot-
on analysis of this behavioral pattern and sharing the contextual meaning of resetting dressed stones from 
previous temporal Horizons with colleagues during the paper read at this session is greatly appreciated.
16 While discussing this zigzag pattern with and showing the particular baptismal font photo to Sven 
Groenemeyer (personal communication July, 2019), particularly while mentioning another context derived 
from which a similar motif appeared on a reset polychrome vault capstone at Chichen Itza, he suggested 
the ochi or och bin concept as a possible interpretation for the symbolic action metaphor mentioned in 

possible reading for this example. I truly appreciate his candor in sharing this novel interpretation. 
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carved over the entire exterior fount surface 

to recognize the native actors who oversaw 
those religious pursuits in non-resident 

visita

Maya sacristies and church doctrine priest 

prophets, comprised the religious protagonists 
to conduct these transformational actions for 
community members. Analogous lay actors 
who preside over community socio-religious 
activities persist among hierarchical-level 
h’menob guild members as those revered 
villagers that continue to serve many rural 
parishes in the eastern peninsular area today.

Ecumenical and an-ecumenical multime-
dia icons also pinpoint time-space dream se-
quences, Maya deity or cosmos symbolic alle-
gories, as well as other subtly yet comparable 

Solari 2013). While some assume analogous 
veneers and others adopt complex emblematic 
guises, all components reside in plain sight on 

and interiors. Sixteenth-century Uayma parish 
provides an unparalleled eighteenth-century 
multiple imagery trope, with singular spatial 
context and icons that, when assessed either individually or together as a metonymical complex, 

hues team with white stucco geometric, phytomorphic, and zoomorphic high relief sculpted 
tiles, to form a complex, ecumenical and an-ecumenical threshold symphony that also replicates 

bell tower, and placed directly above a dual zigzag contour line whose superior access point, 

-
ate an interstitial dream-state sequential space17 between ecumenical and an-ecumenical forces 

17

suggest delimiting a geographical territory that could identify the ecumenical and an-ecumenical spatial 

demarcating an urban-rural or cah-kax periphery boundary.

Figure 11

-
od reset capstone, Initial Series Complex, Chichen 
Itza (redrawn from Hernández and Vail 2010).
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couples with a linguistic presence in the Chilam Balams to correlate with original, divine will 
and prognostication (Izquierdo de la Cueva and Vega Villalobos 2016: 16-22).  This particular 

-
ged-edged zigzag contour variant that frames the refurbished eighteenth-century, westerly-ori-

Figure 13. 

access, b) the och bin scalloped-edged doorjamb 

portal interface between the ecumenical and an-
ecumenical spheres of the Universe.

Figure 12. Calotmul baptismal fount. The zigzag line sculpted around the exterior surface just below the 
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ented main portico. Sculpted pre-Columbian 

columns to sustain analogous corners of the 
Cosmos. Dual vertically carved, crenulated, 
elongated rectangular stones, a symbol reit-

2009: 12), pair to unite the columns superior 
and midsection panel areas which replicate 

-
stones, set at both the northern and southern 
lateral accesses, delimit otherworldly zenith 

-
way that sustains the circadian solar axis as a 

-
ed religious space.

Reset pre-Hispanic veneer stones and 
sculpted panels also infuse previous holy 
meaning in or recreate enduring references to 
traditional Maya sacred places commandeered 

enormous cenote

several sculpted panel and veneer stones strategically set beneath the bell tower as a focal point. 
This complex spolia context illustrates a particular triad that provides clues to understand formal 

-
bol18 -

monument sown into the ground, as illustrated by a  d’zaptun 

period ritual calendar k’atun -
nent h’menob

create a pair of dressed, custodian cruz tunich, 19 

reproduce the universe with its adjacent guardians. A stellar sculpted stone above the pivotal, 

time, denotes the sacred passageway point of contact between them, and an umbilical referent 
cenote

18

19 “Dressed” crosses, and, in this case, those that also carry bicephalous serpent bars as celestial components 

Figure 14.
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Figure 15.

cruz tunich

d’zaptun k’atun 
seat role for this parish, perhaps contemporaneous with the eighteenth-century almanac, herbal medici-

Figure 16. Abbreviated cruz tunich icons em-
bellish accesses to the a) Mani atrium, and  

sixteenth-century atrium, church, and convent 
complex.
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Modern h’menob recognize abbreviated cruz tunich spolia today as combined spirals with 
or without curled commissure fangs, or as crosses with lateral curled fangs. This collective 
symbol portrays a fourth deity cluster associated with k’awi’il (Rice 2012: 103-104) as celestial 

atrium, open chapel, church, and convent complex in Mani.

alleged  viceregal period coded deity synthesis in order to understand a “one true God” Christian 
notion. Contexts in the Chilam Balam of Chumayel (Roys 1933), Calepino de Motul (Arzápalo 
1995), Cordemex (Barrera Vázquez et al.

Hun [n] ab-ku tu zuhuil hunab Iglesia, ti yauati…

20  
Yglesia  

uil Tancahe, yum. U chicul Hunab-ku canal. Hulom Uaom

che….

k’atun will end, in the time of the Itza, 
 

Ahom Itzamna Kauil. Talel u cah ca yum, Itza….

high

by the author).21

20

1933: 155). Six ahau refers to when the may calendar would be seated (Edmonson 1978: 4), in this case 

21 The author suggests some minor translation adjustments from Roys for this context.
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municipal building, carries a carved squared adjacent to a circular form, and both are located 
some 110 m south southwest of the dichrome vaulted k’u adorned space. A circle within a square 

k’u na “innumerable sacred generations” or “holy church”, or (Hun) 

cenote 

square sculpted curbstone.

k’awi’il

most of which display spiral ocular attributes or illustrate a compressed helix eye painted on 

Figure 17.

one-true-God-symbols, that embellish b) the 
-

mental open chapel remains incorporated into 
the church – convent complex.
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Figure 18. -
bols grace this reset curbstone. 

Figure 19. Singular spiral symbols for Hunab 

convent complex.

Figure 20.

k’awi’il -
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k’awi’il graphic qualities show more prevalent temporal frames from one period to another, 
all attributes accrued over time (Rice 2012: 106) and coalesce from the formative to viceregal 
horizons to yield material representations that retain a certain degree of variability around a 
core constituent group of attributes. Classic God K or k’awi’il

Dzacab, and whether wearing or shedding prominent pawahtun wings or retaining other 
selected Classic iconic motifs, would become the patron saint and incarnation of the k’atun 
cycle (Milbrath 2002).

FINAL COMMENTARIES 

Maya traditional religious beliefs survival was the challenge. Catholic conversion activities 

public assembly and idolatry, northern lowland native people imbued most all of their sixteenth-, 
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century sacred built spaces with traditional religious concepts or 
deity imagery. The infamous inquisition trials revealed an unwinnable struggle to force the 
natives to completely adopt Christian creed. The resourceful peninsular Maya eschewed most 
Catholic elements and crafted certain iconic similes in order to continue unabated with their 

appease ancient deities. And even those villages most proximally located in relation to viceregal 

disregard to cease long-established ritual activities.
Academic consensus notes that although the Catholic Church is the most ubiquitous built 

Their charges shared these beliefs to a greater or lesser extent, even though they may have 

without incurring Spanish wrath. While ignoring scheduled social performance directed toward 
spiritual forces might prove to some a lesser immediate evil, not complying with traditional 

Geographic contiguity to or remoteness from peninsular administrative and religious hubs 

indigenous visual, sculptural, and spatial design programs for sixteenth-, seventeenth-, and 
eighteenth-century sacred spaces or by imitating contemporary European baroque motifs with 
local phytomorphic and angelic substitutions, as evidenced by the Ixil sculpted Solomonic 

without providing additional ahkinob

sculptural, and painted imagery in monumental convents, guardianships, and masonry sacred 
architectural remains near administrative hubs, in rural open chapels, and in visita parishes 
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assemblage to passively listen to sermons while at the same time actively and visually devour 
traditional dogma programs did little to convince those new Christians to stop paying tribute to 
their gods that up until then had served them quite well. In addition, the Inquisition trials would 
reveal that a large proportion of Maya elites and even in those communities where the spiritual 
conquest had supposedly been readily accepted still continued to practice time-honored ritual 

actions would guarantee cultural continuity.
However, in areas both near and far and among both the evangelized areas and those 

suggest people in both neighboring rural and distant frontier enclaves less closely scrutinized 

closer scrutiny (Reyes-Valerio 200: 262). Whereas some friars may have conceived of sacred 

graphic content may have expressed pre-Columbian ritual religious concepts, these complex 

expressions limited to the sixteenth-century, as Reyes-Valerio suggests. Maya people who 
lived in the incorporated and unincorporated margins of viceregal society appeared to have 

painted, sculpted, and modeled deity imagery, all placed within native sacred religious spatial 

to guarantee cosmic maintenance as well as individual and collective survival.
Deity complex clusters of principal divine protagonists with particular characteristics 

literary, oral history, or mythical contexts had these hypothetical constructs not assumed real 
plastic expressions adorning church facades and mural painted interiors. Anthropomorphic 
beings referred to as k’u

binary opposition expressed between night-day, male-female, sacred-profane, among other 
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Maya creation myth themes, appearing as celestial bodies, animals, anthropomorphic beings, 
and historic personages, or even as pre-Columbian deity clusters that share certain overlapping 

indigenous actors or sacred emblematic content. 

-
tameme

oftentimes absent encomendero

-

have provided a role model to follow for his former charges residing in that hinterlands region.
Innumerable sixteenth-, seventeenth-, and eighteenth-century sacred structures erected in 

within the peninsular hinterlands discussed in this chapter categorically do not display syncretic 
or synthesized Catholic Christian imagery as previous early viceregal period scholarly consensus 
asserted (Reyes-Valerio 2000). While some motifs appear to replicate those contemporary 

and cosmic ecumenical and an-ecumenical metonymies comprise most spiritual repertoires. 

consciousness of and social dexterity for incorporating forbidden native themes from prohibited 

institutions. By these means the peninsular Maya would apply strategic acculturation as a 
method to save themselves and guard their traditional cosmic notions in those ever-changing 
cultural times imposed by demanding ecclesiastical canons and severe supervision. Maya 

or whether it comprised an abstract principle, a creative force, or a prime mover, this concept 
of a supreme being permeated most all levels of religious belief through time. A reiterated 
k’awi’il-infused metonymic, material manifestation that completely envelopes certain pre-

corresponding imagery in sixteenth-, seventeenth-, and eighteenth-century religious built spaces 

usually associated with traditional religions.

2001), prohibited ritual-religious instruments coalesced into a novel, public-oriented format still 
based upon millennial cultural traditions through covert chromatic programs, intricately painted 

missions, convents, and churches, all constructed by Maya masons and craftsmen. Those multi-
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and viceregal authorities, but by tracing some expressions with roots in early pre-Hispanic 
structural and iconographic themes, they also reinforced time-honored cultural traditions during 
the rigidly imposed, early viceregal period assimilation phase to perpetuate native religious 
thought, practice, and collective memory that survives until today.  
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